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Status
- Open

Subject
MindMap support multilingual

Version
12.x

Category
- Feature request

Feature
Mind mapping (3.0)

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
jp_eagle

Lastmod by
jp_eagle

Rating
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0)

Description
Current mindmap module is very old and doesn't support other double byte languages. Does anyone have alternative to replace this module or enhance this module and include it into future Tiki release?

While building a website, mindmap or detail sitemap is an important tool to track all the pages.

Importance
4

Easy to solve?
2

Priority
8

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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